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Background

- Preventing patient falls is a challenge with reported rates of falls ranging from 1.3 to 8.9 per 1000 bed-days (Spoelstra, Given, & Given, 2012).
- In the acute care setting, up to 15% of falls result in injury. There are significant financial costs associated with falls as well as psychosocial trauma and increased mortality in older adults (Graham, 2012).
- Hospitals have instituted numerous fall prevention tactics with varying effectiveness including fall risk identification scales, rounding, bed/chair/toilet alarms, and 1:1 safety attendants (Ang, Mordiffi, & Wong, 2011).

Purpose

- The aim of this project was to reduce falls and improve both patient and staff safety.
- An additional objective was the reduction of 1:1 safety attendants. Safety attendants are costly and present a challenge to hospitals striving to meet productivity benchmarks.

Methods

- Remote safety monitoring (RSM) can prove to be an effective tool for prevention of patient falls, tampering with life supporting devices, as well as adding an extra layer of protection for healthcare providers caring for unpredictable/violent patients.
- Twelve RSM cameras were purchased initially.
- Initiative was spread to include a hub/spoke model monitoring five area hospitals and 48 cameras.
- A remote safety attendant (RSA) room was created, staff were cross-trained, and hospital-wide education was provided.
- The monitor can display multiple video feeds from different patient rooms, thereby allowing the RSA to monitor several patients/hospitals at one time.
- The RSM device is equipped with a video camera and the RSA can communicate with the patient in several languages via two-way audio to redirect inappropriate or unsafe behaviors.

Results – Fall / Cost Saving Data

- Remote safety monitoring (RSM) can prove to be an effective tool for prevention of patient falls, tampering with life supporting devices, as well as adding an extra layer of protection for healthcare providers caring for unpredictable/violent patients.
- Twelve RSM cameras were purchased initially.
- Initiative was spread to include a hub/spoke model monitoring five area hospitals and 48 cameras.
- A remote safety attendant (RSA) room was created, staff were cross-trained, and hospital-wide education was provided.
- The monitor can display multiple video feeds from different patient rooms, thereby allowing the RSA to monitor several patients/hospitals at one time.
- The RSM device is equipped with a video camera and the RSA can communicate with the patient in several languages via two-way audio to redirect inappropriate or unsafe behaviors.

Conclusion

- RSM improves patient safety and allows staff to focus more on treating health issues, while the RSA acts as a "second set of eyes" to observe for potential harm.
- One patient family reported, "Knowing that the camera was on him and somebody was observing him, I went home and had a peaceful night’s sleep. I slept from seven to four in the morning for the first time ever.”
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